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Robert E. Howard. The Conquering Sword of Conan.
The Fully Illustrated Robert E. Howard Library.
Del Rey, 2005. 394 pp., $16.95. Reviewed by
Harley J. Sims.
he final Conan volume in The Fully IllustratT
ed Robert E. Howard Library includes the
five stories “The Servants of Bit-Yakin” (originally
published as “Jewels of Gwahlur”), “Beyond the
Black River,” “The Black Stranger,” “The ManEaters of Zamboula” (originally published as
“Shadows in Zamboula”), and “Red Nails.” All
appeared in Weird Tales between March of 1935
and October of 1936. The book also includes two
pages of Howard’s own notes, two drafts of the
incomplete “Wolves Beyond the Border,” drafts
and synopses of three published stories (“The
Black Stranger,” “The Man-Eaters of Zamboula,”
and “Red Nails”), a letter from Howard to a fan,
one of his hand-drawn maps of the Hyborian Age,
as well as the third and final part of editor Patrice
Louinet’s essay “Hyborian Genesis: Notes on the
Creation of the Conan Stories.” Artist Gregory
Manchess provides ten full-page plates and a very
generous number of in-text illustrations, all of
which are strikingly rendered and perhaps the
most naturalistic of the Library’s visual depictions
of Conan. His Foreword describes his pleasure
and surprise at discovering within Howard’s writing the true Conan, while Louinet’s ensuing Introduction outlines which long-lost qualities—
eloquence and realism, for example—can be
found in the stories contained in The Conquering
Sword of Conan.
The tale of Conan’s (ultimately aborted) attempt to plunder a hidden temple, “The Servants
of Bit-Yakin” seems the weakest of collection’s
stories, and is perhaps among the weakest of
Howard’s Conan stories as a whole. Though the
action is suitably graphic, and the intrigue of the
temple incessant, the mood seems tainted by an
uncharacteristic indulgence and anachronism on
the part of the narrative. Even for a work of fantasy, Conan’s ability to read the scripts of ancient
languages unaided seems far-fetched, while remarks such as “Conan was basically a direct actionist” (11) sound of pop sociology. The out-ofplace description of a monster “slowing, like clock
-work running down” (40) is reminiscent of J.R.R.
Tolkien’s description in The Lord of the Rings of the
dragon-shaped fireworks passing “like an express

train” over the attendants of Bilbo’s party (27).
The leading lady, a ditz named Muriela, proves
excessively irritating, even as a foil for Conan’s
arrant masculinity.
Redemption is immediate, however, as
“Beyond the Black River” is the jewel of the collection, and possibly the best of Howard’s Conan
stories. It takes place at the westernmost frontier
of Aquilonia, in Conajohara, amid forts, outposts
and colonies reminiscent of the American West.
The Aquilonians are fighting an apocalyptic battle
against the resident Picts, whose wizards have recruited the raw powers of the natural and supernatural worlds alike. Conan has an ally here in Balthus, a young frontiersman, whose reflection on
the barbarian’s poor social companionship provides one of the most memorable descriptions of
Conan’s nature:
He was concerned only with the naked fundamentals of life. The warm intimacies of small,
kindly things, the sentiments and delicious
trivialities that make up so much of civilized
men’s lives were meaningless to him. A wolf
was no less a wolf because a whim of chance
caused him to run with the watch-dogs.
Bloodshed and violence and savagery were the
natural elements of the life Conan knew; he
could not, and would never understand the
little things that are so dear to the souls of
civilized men and women. (79)
It is because the Aquilonian cause is doomed
that the story’s stakes seem better suited to Conan’s prehistoric world, not to mention his own
conflicted role therein. Though ostensibly a barbarian, Conan is fighting on behalf of civilization
here, just as his apotheosis lies ultimately in kingship and not in the annihilation of kingdoms. It is
difficult in this case not to reflect on Howard’s
own condition—that of a writer, which is a thoroughly civilized and sensitive profession, who admired barbarism, or at least his conception of it.
Nowhere better than in “Beyond the Black River”
is this emulsion palpable, a story which ends with
the most famous summation of the Conan ethos:
“Barbarism is the natural state of mankind […].
Civilization is unnatural. It is a whim of circumstance. And barbarism must always ultimately triump” (100). One should keep in mind that Conan
is told this, and does not say it himself.
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“The Black Stranger,” a pirate tale for the
most part, is set on the uttermost western coast of
Hyboria, isolated from civilized lands by the same
Pictish wilderness that retakes Conajohara in
“Beyond the Black River.” Conan plays more of a
supporting role here, having made his way
through the frontier to find a mysterious colony of
Zingaran exiles. The title of the story refers to a
vengeful demon who is hunting their leader, and
who tracks him to the colony shortly before Conan’s arrival. The atmosphere, and indeed many of
the elements, are comparable to “Beyond the
Black River,” with the people fighting a losing
battle to retain their
toehold on the hinterland. Ever irrepressible, Conan is there to
play hero to the story’s
two leading women, in
the end—as in “The
Servants
of
BitYakin”—forfeiting his
loot for their welfare.
“The Man-Eaters
of Zamboula” is the
collection’s
shortest
story, but a great example of how Howard
interweaves threads of
the heroic, adventure,
and horror genres. The
Middle-eastern city of
Zamboula is a place
where sacrifical victims
are stolen at night, and
where Conan has
come seeking plunder.
His price for helping
an enslaved girl kill an
evil wizard is ostensibly sexual, which
seems out of character
until he reveals it to
have been a ploy. The
indomitable Conan is a
sledgehammer amidst the labyrinths of his opponents, smashing a straight path from start to finish. One of the greatest moments is when he pits
himself against a massive ‘Strangler of Yota-pong,’
an executioner tasked with throttling victims:
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“You fool!” [Conan] all but whispered. “I
think you never saw a man from the West
before. Did you deem yourself strong, because
you were able to twist the heads off civilized
folk, poor weaklings with muscles like rotten
string? Hell! Break the neck of wild Cimmerian bull before you call yourself strong. I did
that, before I was a full-grown man—like
this!” (198)
The story ends rather abruptly, but it is doubtless
a classic, seeing Conan reversing the strings on all
his would-be puppeteers.
“Red Nails,” which
features the heroine
Valeria popularized in
the first Conan the Barbarian film (1981), was
published serially over
the four months immediately following Howard’s death. Together,
Valeria and Conan investigate an ancient and
seemingly abandoned
city in the middle of a
dinosaur-haunted jungle, and discover the
settlement to be a feuding ground for two
psuedo-Aztec factions.
The pair is welcomed
into one of the camps
and given a history of
events—of
course,
nothing is as it seems,
and the companions
soon find themselves
the targets of everyone.
There is blood, magic,
and treasure, but the
distinctive feature of
the narrative is the relationship between the
two
protagonists.
Though—and perhaps because—it is egalitarian, it
does not seem altogether comfortable to Howard’s style; Conan’s flirtation often seems as silly as
Valeria’s submission to it, as when she is made to
sit on his lap while he strokes her hair (218). As in
the stories “Sword Woman” and “The Shadow of

the Vulture,” Howard’s strongest women are defined by beauty, independence, and fighting ability—they are, therefore, little different from the
strongest men, save their being stripped unabashedly naked now and then.
As in the Library’s other Conan titles, The Conquering Sword of Conan includes a variety of miscellanea
that demonstrates Howard’s process of composition and revision. The incomplete story “Wolves
Beyond the Border” is set in the frontier locale of
“Beyond the Black River,” but at the time of the
Conan novella The Hour of the Dragon. Conan is
referred to in name only, as being busy trying to
reconquer Aquilonia. The subsequent ‘Ephemera’
section includes a letter from Howard to a pair of
fans who had sent him their theorized Conan
chronology. The epistle is particularly interesting
in declaring that Conan was born on a battlefield—an event rendered graphically in the latest
Conan the Barbarian (2011) film. As is customary in
the Library’s Conan titles, the final word goes to
editor Patrice Louinet’s “Hyborian Genesis,”
which considers the biographical details behind
the stories’ publication. Because Howard’s life
ended so apruptly, his work did not taper off—
instead, it appears, he became “a little tired of Conan” (his own words, to his girlfriend Novalyne
Price), and began dedicating himself to writing
more American stories. Most of these have yet to
be published in this series.
With The Conquering Sword of Conan, and as
Louinet writes in his Introduction, “every story,
fragment, synopsis, and note that Robert E. Howard ever committed to paper about the Cimmerian
[…] — can now be found in the pages of the
three volumes comprising this collection” (xvii).
The series is an excellent and immensely satisfying
tribute to the master of sword-and-sorcery, and it
is great to see that the Library has moved on to his
other works. Though the author was with us for
too short a time, “[t]he barbarian’s longevity
wouldn’t have surprised Howard,” Louinet concludes. “The barbarian must always ultimately triumph” (386). ≡

2013 Mythopoeic Awards Announcement
Individual members of the Mythopoeic Society are
invited to nominate books for the 2013 Mythopoeic
Awards, and/or to volunteer to serve on any of the
committees. (You need not join the committee to
make nominations.) The deadline for committee volunteers and for nominations (limit of five per person
per category, please!) is February 1, 2013; please send
nominations to the awards administrator (see contact
info below) via e-mail (preferred) or U.S. mail. Authors
or publishers may not nominate their own books for
any of the awards. Books published by the Mythopoeic Press are not eligible for the awards. The Mythopoeic Society does not accept or review unsolicited
manuscripts.
The Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Adult Literature is given to the fantasy novel, multi-volume novel,
or single-author story collection for adults published
during the previous year that best exemplifies “the
spirit of the Inklings”. Books not selected as finalists in
the year after publication are eligible for a second
year. Books from a series are eligible if they stand on
their own; otherwise, the series becomes eligible the
year its final volume appears.
The Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Children’s Literature honors books for younger readers (from
“Young Adults” to picture books for beginning readers), in the tradition of The Hobbit or The Chronicles of
Narnia. Rules for eligibility are otherwise the same as
for the Adult literature award. The question of which
award a borderline book is best suited for will be decided by consensus of the committees.
The Mythopoeic Scholarship Award in Inklings
Studies is given to books on J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis,
and/or Charles Williams that make significant contributions to Inklings scholarship. For this award, books
first published during the previous three years are eligible, including finalists for previous years.
The Mythopoeic Scholarship Award in Myth and
Fantasy Studies is given to scholarly books on other
specific authors in the Inklings tradition, or to more
general works on the genres of myth and fantasy. The
period of eligibility is three years, as for the Inklings
Studies award.
Winners of the 2013 Mythopoeic Awards will be announced at the 44th Annual Mythopoeic Conference (Mythcon XLIV), to be held July 12-15, 2013 at
the Kellogg Conference Center, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan.
Please contact David Oberhelman, the Awards Administrator, to nominate books, volunteer for committees,
or ask questions about the Mythopoeic Awards process.
David Oberhelman
306 Edmon Low Library
Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, OK 74078
Email: awards@mythsoc.org
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Call of Nominations and Volunteers
to Serve on the Committees

A

s 2012 draws to a close and the holidays
are upon us, the time has come to start
thinking about books, both fiction and scholarship, that have inspired you, moved you, and
stand out in your mind as worthy contenders
for the Mythopoeic Fantasy Awards (Adult or
Children’s) and Mythopoeic Scholarship
Awards (Inklings Studies and Myth & Fantasy
Studies). Each year I put out the call for book
nominations, and I also put out a call for volunteers to serve as members of our award
selection committees. For those who love to
read mythopoeic literature or scholarship on
mythopoeic literature, service on one of our
committees is a rewarding experience and an
excellent way to promote the Society and help
identify the books best that exemplify the spirit of the Inklings. We have committees for
adult and children’s literature, and the scholarship committee members read one or both of
the lists for studies of the Inklings (Tolkien,
Lewis, and Williams) or studies on myth and
fantasy literature. If you are interested in reading for one of our committees, I would encourage you to contact me and I can provide
more information and answer questions. We
have discussion lists for the committee members to share thoughts and coordinate the
sharing of reading copies. New members are
always welcomed for all the committees, and I
would love to see some of our Mythcon presenters and Mythlore and Mythprint contributors
read for the scholarship committee; it is an
excellent opportunity to keep current with the
criticism on the Inklings and fantasy. Thank
you for your passion for mythopoeic literature!
More information about the awards with lists
of past winners and finalists is available at
http://www.mythsoc.org/awards. The deadline for nominating books or for joining the
2013 selection committees is 1 February 2013.
Contact me at
David Oberhelman
Mythopoeic Awards Administrator
Email: awards@mythsoc.org
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FOLLOWING MYTHCON 44

— Mythopoeic Awards —

Here’s a look at our “Green and Growing”
venue as autumn proceeds toward winter.
The grounds of Michigan State’s campus
are blazing with fall colors, as green shifts
to yellow and red and gold. We’ll bring you
a sample, each month or so, of how things
look as 2012 comes to a close, and 2013
begins. The Mythcon 44 committee hopes
you are planning on attending this coming
July 12–15, and encourages you to register
for the conference before the price increases on January 26, 2013. Room and board
prices will soon be posted; check the Mythcon
webpage for the latest information.
The conference is pleased
to announce the
Saturday evening entertainment will be the
dynamic, young
group of Michigan musicians
“The Saline
Fiddlers.” All
of these musicians are students at Saline High
School, and will be coming to Mythcon fresh from
their 2013 concert tour of Wales. Conferees will
enjoy their repertoire of folk and Celtic music, and
their enthusiasm for entertaining. Though “green”
in age, these young performers bring a high level
of skill to their presentations. The conference is
supported in bringing the Fiddlers to us, and is
being funded in part, by the Michigan Council for
Arts and Cultural Affairs and the Michigan Humanities Council.

Ruth Berman. Bradamant’s Quest. FTL Publications,
2011. e-book. Reviewed by Alana Joli Abbott.
he legends of King Arthur and his knights
T
have been told and retold dozens (if not
hundreds) of times, but modern fantasists have

not shown the same love to Charlemagne. The
emperor has certainly had a number of legends to
grow up around him — and around his most famous of knights, Roland — but there are few attempts to bring those legends, or the feel of them,
to a modern audience. In Bradamant’s Quest, Berman creates not a retelling, but a new picaresque
tale of the lady knight Bradamant in an era when
magic is leaving France.
The story opens shortly after the battle of
Roncesval, a tragic fight in which the French held
off the Spanish (Saracen) army at great cost to
their number. Roland died there, as did Roger, a
brave and worthy knight and Bradamant’s husband. Bradamant, a warrior in her uncle Charlemagne’s service, is sent by the king to determine
whether or not her brother has returned to his
estate; on her way, she is encountered by Oberon,
king of the faeries, who requests that she gather
the magical items belonging to her family — a
wide stretch of cousins who are well-known magicians and warriors — and return them to faerie,
where they can have no more impact on the lives
of mortals. Though she struggles with whether or
not this quest is something a good Christian
should undertake, Bradamant agrees and begins a
series of adventures to reclaim the items.
The plot itself — a series of short quests that
leave the hero only little changed — is not the
remarkable aspect of this tale. The episodic nature
does not offer much in the way of character
growth: Bradamant begins as and remains an appealing hero, changing little over the course of her
adventures. What is delightful about Berman’s
book is how wonderfully she creates a world of
legend. She has perfectly balanced the legendary
and the modern, making the book feel at once as
though the story captured in its pages is hundreds
of years old while also keeping the narrative approachable for modern readers. The world itself is
a rich one; hints at older stories make it clear that
all the characters have had previous adventures
and encounters with the magical and the fantastic.
Readers very familiar with the legends of Charlemagne and Roland will certainly see references to

those tales, but those
with little or no prior
knowledge will feel as
though they’ve been
transplanted into a
world so complete
that it exists well beyond the book’s pages.
Berman
also
treads the line between the magical and
the real. Bradamant is
a knight and uses little
magic on her own, but
she takes encounters
with gargoyles and sea
orcs as commonplace occurrences. At the same
time, her education has given her knowledge of
mythology — and she clearly believes that not all
the creatures from Classical myth are real. That
idea that some creatures are magical and others are
just monsters that belong in the world feels accurate to medieval bestiaries. A section on the breeding of hippogriffs makes an attempt to justify
them as a natural species — no magic involved! —
but clearly Bradamant is not wholly convinced by
the argument, which reduces the compulsion for
readers to suspend their disbelief that far.
Bradamant herself is a fantastic creation based
on brief appearances of the lady knight in the earlier legends. Though she has little room for personal development throughout, the bits of her
inner life that are revealed to readers — she is a
knight and a mother, a widow, a sister, and a
friend, and all of these impact how she sees herself, and how she views the world — make her
feel like a complex individual. Her bravery and her
honor are her defining virtues, but she is also
quick-witted and well-versed in lore. She’s no spry
youth, either — though her age is unclear, it’s obvious that being a warrior has taken its toll on her
body, and she deals with any physical hassles with
practicality and without complaint. All of these
aspects make her an uncommon and refreshing
hero.
For readers already intrigued by Charlemagne,
this is a delightful original addition to the legends.
For others unfamiliar with the tales, Bradamant’s
Quest offers an introduction to a host of heroes
that will whet the appetite to read the early stories.
≡
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A Conference Report on Tolkien in
Vermont. By Gerry Blair.
he 9th annual Tolkien conference
T
at the University of Vermont was
held April 13–15, 2012. [The Editor

apologizes for the delay in bringing this
valuable conference report to the attention of Mythprint readers.] This year’s
theme was Tolkien’s Bestiary. The conference began with Friday night openmike fireside readings in the John Dewey Lounge, followed on Saturday with
the presentation of papers in The Waterman
building both located on the university green
which hosts many fine examples of historic Architecture
At the fireside readings we heard a student
recite from memory Tolkien’s poem, “The
Hoard”, while another young lady graced us with
her beautiful voice singing “Galadriel’s Lament”, a
song which Galadriel sings to the fellowship in The
Lord of The Rings. Another student gave an incredibly entertaining imitation of Gollum. Essay presenters including myself and Jonathan Evans read
pieces relevant to the Bestiary theme. There was a
reading by presenter Martha Monson’s husband
George of the Nazgûl entering the gates of Minas
Tirith sharing the moment of hope as the sun rises
and the cock crows. Professor Christopher Vaccaro read the scene from The Hobbit in which the
trolls discuss just how to prepare Dwarves whether to boil them, mash them, or squash them.
Along with several other presentations, every one
very satisfyingly presented.
As if the evening’s entertainment was not
enough to warm the cockles of any Tolkien fan’s
heart we were all even more blessed to arrive
bright and early to the Waterman building being
greeted by hot coffee, orange juice, bagels, and a
copious warming tray of scrambled eggs.
This full-day conference always boasts an impressive lineup. We started by hearing
“Undergraduate Voices” presentations by Philip
B. Kachajian, Christopher Carper McCloud, and
Tobin Traver, all students in Professor Vaccaro’s
Middle-earth class.
The first presentation was a comparison of
The Lord of the Rings and Dr. Who, pointing out similarities of the two stories. Dr. Who was described
as a combination of Gandalf and Aragorn. Like
8

Aragorn he is the last of his race, and like Gandalf
he is a superior creature to those around him. Like
Gandalf the Doctor can feel emotions, age and
die, yet he can come back from his death, as seems
to be the case with Gandalf after his battle with
the Balrog. Both go through changes when they
return with different personalities and neither is
able to recover immediately from their resurrections. In both stories are the plight of good against
evil and relationships of friendship and camaraderie. We heard that the Tardis and the Ring have
traits in common, as each gives its owners, Dr
Who and Sauron, great power.
The next essay was on the subject of light and
dark representing good and evil in Middle-earth.
An interesting portrayal of the similarity of Sauron
and Gandalf compared to the U.S.A. and U.S.S.R.
and the fact that neither ever faced off directly
against the other yet their battles are fought
through subordinates. A quality of the side of
good and the light is that it is often unsure of itself
and has to ponder what the outcome of its challenges will be, yet the forces of darkness and evil
seem to operate with cockiness and are willing to
risk anything to regain power. It was said that the
force of light can exist without the dark while that
of dark must seek out the light and appears to
need the light to survive.
Lastly, Tobin presented a thorough talk on the
invented languages of J.R.R. Tolkien, and reaffirmed from quoting Tolkien’s letters that his stories were written to provide background for the
invented languages. The speaker provided a
handout which included a linguistic timeline for
Middle-earth showing the history of the languages
through the First, Second, and Third Ages of Middle-earth. The talk was accompanied by a PowerPoint slideshow with maps showing the diaspora

of the peoples and languages of Middle-earth.
All three presentations of student voices were
well received and left no doubt that these young
people thoroughly enjoyed giving their contributions, and were gaining knowledge from studying
Tolkien’s Middle-earth.
The conference program was broken into five
sessions, the first session being the Undergraduate
Voices. Session Two comprised three speakers.
The first was Independent Scholar Martha
Monsson and her essay “Forth Eorlingas: Horses
and Ponies in The Lord of the Rings”. Martha talked
about the distinct differences between the horses
and ponies in Tolkien’s work and the roles they
play. Ponies are mostly used by the Hobbits and
tend to be more of a work animal; their distinction
is more than just in size and they could be considered to be like plain men. Where as Horses tend to
be ridden by the more valiant men and races of
Middle-earth. Horses represent heroism and freedom and are ridden by warriors. She pointed out
the symbolism of the color of horses in Middleearth and the fact that horses seem to appear in
only two colors named in the stories these being
white and grey. With definitions of the two colors
as White representing a force of good and grey
standing for good dreams. She said she felt Tolkien was unique among fantasy writers since he
was born in 1892 and grew up in a time when
horses were still in common use. He trained with
horses in military service and actually understood
the use of horses in a cavalry force. She touched
on the similarities of the Rohirrim and the Lombards.
Next was Andrew C. Peterson of Harvard
with “The Many Faces of Trolls in Middle-earth”.
Tolkien was fascinated with Trolls, though in one
of his letters he writes, “I’m not sure about
Trolls”. This shows how Tolkien realized that
there may have been a problem explaining how
Trolls seem to be very different throughout the
history of his writing. For example the Trolls in
The Hobbit are much different from those of The
Lord of the Rings. The Trolls of The Hobbit are really
caricatures of those of The Lord of the Rings. He
said Tolkien seems to opt over and over again for
traits of Trolls from fairy tales as opposed to those
of folklore, for example, Tolkien’s Trolls turning
to stone in the daylight. Yet Peterson also pointed
out similarities between Beowulf’s Grendel and
Trolls, in that Grendel only seems to attack at

night. Trolls become much darker in The Lord of
the Rings, where we see them working with the
Balrog, throwing down slabs of stone for it to
cross over the chasm, and working the Black
Gates of Mordor.
Matt Dickerson (Middlebury College) presented “From Goblins to the Valaraukar: Scourges of
Fire and Demons of Terror”. In this essay we hear
that the only Balrog actually named in Tolkien’s
legendarium is Gothmog. Matt says there does not
appear to be any source for the word Balrog from
Old Norse or any other language. He says that the
main inspiration for Tolkien’s Goblins comes
from McDonald’s “The Princess and the Goblin”.
He thinks Tolkien may have created the Balrogs
because Trolls and Goblins were not terrible
enough. This may also be the reason for bringing
in the term Orc. Orcs have always been creatures
of dread; in Beowulf the etymology of the word
indicates a demon corpse like a Zombie. Tolkien’s
Orcs however are not dead. He says he thinks the
encounter between Gandalf and the Balrog in the
mines of Khazad-dûm shows Gandalf as a representative of the Holy Spirit. This may be a reference to the Christian religious aspects of The Lord
of the Rings.
The next speaker was Jonathan Evans
(University of Georgia), this year’s keynote speaker, reading his essay “Tolkien’s Non-Allegorical
Bestiary”. Tolkien in writing fiction did not participate in the traditional allegorical aspects of the
Bestiary. In his work there are many beasts but
they are not allegorical. Tolkien’s dragons show
what in medieval times were considered bad traits
such as the vice of withholding treasure. Just as a
good king was a giver of rings, one who hoarded
his treasure was a bad king. Jonathan gave a very
good and detailed breakdown of the etymology of
the word “dragon”; with his knowledge of the
topic he proved deserving of the title of Dragon
Expert.
Jonathan was followed by Ray Saxon
(Marlboro College) and “Manwë’s Messengers:
The Role of Eagles in Middle-earth”. Manwë sent
the eagles to keep an eye on Middle-earth as his
emissaries. Eagles may have been Maiar who acted
on word from Manwë. Eagles often serve as a
warning, as was the case of the eagle shaped cloud
that appeared over Númenor. He pointed out the
long rivalry between Eagles and Mordor saying
how Thorondor did not like Melko because he
9

chained his kind to rocks trying to get them to
divulge the secret of flight. He spoke of the Eagles
aiding Gandalf to repay debts in gratitude for his
aid. The eagles also become deus ex machina in
their eucatastrophic rescue of Frodo and Sam.
Marc Zender (Tulane University) presented
“Mammoths, Mûmakil, and ‘The Old Fireside
Rhyme of Oliphant’: Tolkien’s Contributions to
the Medieval Bestiary Tradition”. Marc first of all
started with a good discussion of just what a Bestiary is, giving a brief explanation of its history and
how its purpose and place in history developed.
He pointed out how the Old English Bestiary
Physiologus opens with Adam’s naming of the
animals. How animals were named for behaviors
and appearances such as the Crocodile being
named so because it was the color of Crocuses,
Apes being called this because they aped the behavior of men and so on. He pointed out Tolkien’s known familiarity with the tradition. Then
as the title of the piece suggest he looked at Tolkien’s Oliphant as a bestiary fable complete with
moral lessons and fantastic descriptions of the
beast at hand.
“A Creature of an Older World: Tolkien and
the Mythology of the Prehistoric”. Kristine Larson
(Central Connecticut State University) talked
about the animals in The Lord of the Rings that resembled prehistoric creatures. She pointed out
similarities of the Nazgûl’s mounts and pterodactyls, the Mûmakil and mammoths that were not
actually as large as they are often thought to be.
Certainly no where near the size of the Mûmakil in
The Lord of the Rings films.
I then read my own paper, “A Boy and His
Dog”, in which I examined the novella, Roverandom. I looked for possible connections to other
children’s stories by authors such as E. Nesbit,
Lewis Carroll, Frank Baum, and J.M. Barrie, as
well as offering some brief examination of the
etymology of place-names such as Pershore, and
character names in the story. I discussed the various forms of the word Rover and how each corresponds to each dog named Rover in the story.
Jamie Williamson read “Tolkien and the Codification of Non-Human Beings”, in which he discussed William Morris and George MacDonald,
not so much as sources for Tolkien but in comparing their non-human creatures with Tolkien’s.
He read extracts from MacDonald’s Phantastes.
In all, I think it can be said that every presen-

tation at the conference was well thought-out and
very well-presented. In an email to the group the
following day, Jonathan Evans said, “I felt honored to be in such erudite company; the papers
were excellent—Martha, Andrew, Matt, Ray,
Marc, Kristine, Gerry, and Jamie, you each gave
me something to think about, and I really learned
a lot, for which I am grateful. There was a great
deal of coherence and overlap without repetition.”
Though I did not make it to Springle-ring the
next day (next year for sure), I understand there
was to be a charge across the green, a quest in the
form of a treasure hunt, costumes, dancing and
much more all beginning with elevenses, consisting of yummy scones and refreshments provided
by UVM students.
This reviewer would wholeheartedly suggest
anyone even considering attending Tolkien 2013
at the University of Vermont do so. You will not
regret it. Lastly I will leave you with these words
from Professor Christopher Vaccaro, the man
responsible for a fantastic event. “I hope we get to
see you again for Tolkien at UVM 2013 April 5–7
Hobbits, Hobbitry, and The Hobbit (Text and
Film). Abstracts and complete essays are now being accepted with or without Larsen-length titles.
: )” ≡

“Gandalf and Bilbo”, © Jef Murray
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Evangeline Walton. Above Ker-Is and Other Stories.
Edited by Douglas Anderson. Nodens Books
2012. 134 pp. $15.00. Reviewed by Laura Lee
Smith.
his slim volume (134 pages, including story
T
notes) contains ten short stories by Evangeline Walton, written over a span of more than two

decades. They offer a variety of settings, styles,
and genres. Some come across as legends reimagined; others more as gothic horror. A New
Yorker falls in love with a woman whose mysterious sister apes her every move; three soldiers follow a fearsome bird to find sanctuary in the
mountains of Crete; a greedy archaeologist falls
for the widow of his predecessor; a jealous Breton
husband calls down a judgment which will cause
either him or his wife to die in one year.
Yet across varying styles and genres, each story in the collection explores the connections between mortals and what we might call Faërie. The
supernatural forces are diverse and ambiguous:
some seem nearly demonic; others may be morally
neutral, or even beneficent; and still others may be
wholly illusory. But the question remains the same
in each case: can mere mortals respond without

losing their lives, their humanity, their moral compass?
The stories are generally well told, particularly
when they unfold chronologically. (Walton’s occasional efforts to provide backstory, or to telegraph
an upcoming plot twist, can come across as slightly clumsy from a modern perspective.) “Werwolf”
may be the single best of the collection; it stood
out as a story that bears close re-reading. But the
Breton trilogy, which consists of the title story,
“The Judgment of St. Yves,” and “The Mistress of
Kaer-Mor,” is almost mesmerizing. These three
are more lyrical in tone than the others, and they
come across as delicately intertwined because each
provides a different perspective on the persistence
of the ancient Breton legend of Ahes (also known
as Dahut) in a Christian era. Walton appears to
have chosen to work with versions of the legend
in which Ahes is—or becomes—a demon sea
goddess, although other versions exist; she noted
once in an interview that she preferred to “put
flesh and blood on the bones of the original
myth” rather than contradicting her sources. (See
“Walton
and
her
works,”
http://
www.evangelinewalton.com/?page_id=9). In any
event, Tolkien fans may find themselves comparing the Ys or Ker-Is myth with those of Atlantis
and Númenor. See, e.g., Verlyn Flieger, Interrupted
Music: The Making of Tolkien’s Mythology (Kent State
University Press, 2005), 129.
Finally, I cannot resist mentioning Walton’s
narrators, who are diverse in gender and walks of
life, as well as her frequent use of frame narratives.
The most intriguing frame is found in “Above Ker
-Is,” where a Catholic priest in Brittany tells of a
strange and terrible confession he heard from another man. But in the very opening lines of the
story, we learn that we are not supposed to read
what the priest has committed to paper; he writes
that he has given orders in his will that “at my
death the envelope containing these papers shall
be burned unopened.” There is thus a meta-frame
story, one we do not learn, that put this terrible
secret before us. Someone not only opened the
envelope (whether in full knowledge or in ignorance of the priest’s instructions), but also chose
to publish the contents in full, including the statement that the tale is to be destroyed.
All told, Above Ker-Is is a surprisingly wellrounded collection of a single author’s fantasy
stories; it is well worth reading, and re-reading. ≡
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